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GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA
 



146 EMERGENCY SHELTER BEDS

CLOTHING
 

CULINARY TRAINING
 

WOMEN’S SAFE SPACE
 

HEALTHCARE
 

COMPUTER LAB
 

CAFÉ 131
 

SHOWERS + LAUNDRY

 

WE OFFER



ANIMAL + KENNEL SERVICES

 

ALSO

42 HOUSING UNITS

HOUSING-FOCUSED STREET OUTREACH

 



HOUSING FIRST

WE ARE

HOUSING-FOCUSED

LOW BARRIER TRAUMA-INFORMED



CASE STUDY
 
Gainesville, FL

2005

+ 900+ unsheltered

+ 50% empty beds

2021

+ 272 unsheltered

+ 99.8% occupancy



CASE STUDY
 

People Served in Shelter: 

+ 2012: 500 CoC-wide

+ 2018: 1500 CoC-wide

Past 7 years: 

+ 47% ↓ PIT Count
+ 69% ↓ Unsheltered



Designing Shelters People Actually Want To Use E

● Low barriers to entry

● Prioritize safety

● Ask people what they want and need

● Reconsider how you use shelter space

○ Male/female sections, co-ed sections

○ Do shelter beds have to be inside?



CASE STUDY
 
Closure of Dignity Village

+ < 20% of people were willing to 
move into emergency shelter when 
the camp closed

+ 50% would be willing to move if we 
allowed managed camping

+ 63% of people were willing to use 
shelter services if we went co-ed

+ Over 70% would move in if we 
became pet-friendly



Shelters + System Design

● One-stop model will bring people in for basic needs

● Strong coordination with outreach teams

● Outreach offices on campus; outreach workers are familiar faces

● More than half of staff have lived experience with homelessness 
and/or recovery from drugs and alcohol



Final Thoughts

➔ You only get one chance to bring people in. When they arrive…

◆ Are you treating them like adults?

◆ Are there curfews or enforced wake-up times? 
Do you make people leave during the day? 

◆ Can they have pets?  

◆ Are your expectations reasonable? 

◆ What tone does your staff take with guests? 

◆ How do you handle conflict? Theft? Safety? 

➔ What are the subjective norms around housing?


